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PENNY Penguin’s Web site is now up and running
under Apache, and she is ready to start creat-

ing the documents that will fill it. Penny could just create her
pages in HTML using any text editor. But Penny wants her
pages to do more than just show static information. She has
dreams of a terrific web site, with interactive, dynamic content
and a professional look and feel that will attract customers.

Penny could also simulate dynamic content using the site-
management features in a Web editor such as Microsoft Front
Page™. Front Page, and other programs like it, allow the user
to embed macros such as common navigation menus, copy-
right footers, and so forth, as well as replaceable fields such
as the date of modification of each page. These fields are
updated as the HTML is uploaded but are static once they are
on the server. For a small site, this can be a useful approach,
but Penny has a more powerful toolkit in mind.

To do a truly dynamic, interactive Web site, that is, one
where the content changes as a direct result of the actions of
the visitor, Penny will use server-side scripting with PHP,
which stands for PHP Hypertext Preprocessor. PHP is a pro-
gramming language that can be embedded directly into an
HTML page on the server, like Microsoft’s Active Server
Pages (ASP), and which is executed automatically every time
that page is requested by a browser. PHP uses a C-like syntax
with some additional object oriented programming (OOP)
features, and it offers built-in functions for database access,
time and date manipulation, math, and many other opera-
tions. You can learn more about PHP on the PHP Web site,
http://www.php.net/.

SETTING UP PHP IN APACHE

Penny will need to add a few things to the basic Apache
configuration from last month. First, while Wally the Walrus
has a virtual host configured in httpd.conf, Ice Floe Housing

does not. Rather than using the default document root for this
Web site, let’s add some directives to httpd.conf so that both
sites will use virtual hosting:

<VirtualHost 192.168.1.2>

ServerName www.icefloehousing.org

DocumentRoot /home/penny/icefloehousing.org/html

</VirtualHost>

These lines should be added just before, or just after, the
similar lines for Wally the Walrus’ site. If you look carefully,
you will notice that the document root for Penny’s site is
slightly different, in that it goes one level deeper under her
home directory. /home/penny/icefloehousing.org is the main
directory for the entire Ice Floe Housing Web site, and the
“html” subdirectory is the document root. Other directories
can now be created under /home/penny/icefloehousing.org for
things that are part of the Web site but which are not visible to
the browser. Why this is important will be explained later.

Penny now needs to create the Web site directory, and the
HTML document root directory, under her home directory.
While logged in as herself, Penny types:

mkdir ~/icefloehousing.org

mkdir ~/icefloehousing.org/html

Next, a recent version of PHP must be installed on the sys-
tem and enabled in the Apache configuration. If you have a
mainstream Linux distribution such as RedHat or SuSE, there
is a good chance that the default installation of Apache will
already have support for PHP built in. In Penny’s case, for
instance, she simply needs to use YaST to install “php4-core”
and “php4” packages, and YaST will do the rest. If you are
installing Apache from source, you need to enable Dynamic
Shared Object (DSO) support and compile PHP 4 as a DSO
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module (instructions for doing this can be obtained from the
http://www.php.net/ web site).

Apache needs to be told to load the PHP module at startup, and
to associate files with “.php” extensions with the PHP interpreter.
This is accomplished with lines like this in httpd.conf:

LoadModule php4_module libexec/libphp4.so

AddType application/x-httpd-php .php

The PHP language module, when loaded by Apache, will regis-
ter itself as being the correct handler for MIME type “application/x-
httpd-php.”

After making all of these changes, it is necessary to restart the
Apache server so that it recognizes the new version of httpd.conf.
As root, Penny types:

/etc/init.d/apache restart

Once Apache is running, it’s time to test PHP. Fortunately, there
is a built-in subroutine for just that purpose. Penny uses a text edi-
tor to create the file ~/icefloehousing.org/test.php, with contents as
shown below:

<?php

print(phpinfo());

?>

The “<?php” string begins a block of PHP code, and “?>” ends
the block. These are needed because this page could also contain
regular HTML anywhere outside of the PHP block, and that HTML
would be sent to the browser as it would in any static page.

Pointing a browser at http://www.icefloehousing.org/test.php
should produce a very long Web page with lots of details about the
PHP and Apache configuration, as shown in Figure 1. Notice that
the URL does not include the directory “/html,” because the
DocumentRoot directive in httpd.conf puts the top-level URL
beneath that subdirectory.

CREATING PHP AND HTML PAGES

It’s important to remember that regular, static HTML is perfectly
fine within a PHP page.  The language interpreter looks for, but
doesn’t find, the “<?php” code block marker. Recall that everything
outside a code block is just passed through to the browser. In other
words, if you have existing static HTML pages, the process of “con-
verting” them to PHP is as simple as changing the file extension
from “.html” to “.php” and updating any links that point to that page.
You can actually leave “.html” files alone, and have PHP files along-
side them, but this can get confusing and isn’t normally a good idea.

Pages combining static HTML and dynamic PHP code blocks are
also possible. Here is an example:

<html><head>

<title>Semi-Static Page</title>

</head><body>

<h1>Semi-Static PHP Page</h1>

<p align=”center”>This page was generated 

<?php

$format = “Y-m-d H:i:s T”;

print(date($format));

?>

</p>

<p>This page has some static and some dynamic content.</p>

<p><?php print(phpinfo()); ?></p>

</body></html>

The page above will show the date and time that it was refreshed
in the browser. $format is a PHP variable which contains the string
describing how we would like the date() function to format the date
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FIGURE 1: OUTPUT OF THE PHPINFO() FUNCTION 

FIGURE 2: OUTPUT OF THE VERY SIMPLE PAGE
MIXING DYNAMIC AND STATIC CONTENT  
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and time. “Y-m-d H:i:s T” will result in a format like this: “2003-
01-13 22:10:35 EST”. Each time Penny refreshes the browser, the
time will change to show the current time from the server’s clock.
Figure 2 (on page 28) shows the output of this page.

This little script doesn’t do very much (yet), but it does illustrate
some very important things about PHP.

First, PHP code is always contained within a block that begins
“<?php” and ends “?>”. Anything outside such a block is treated as
regular HTML. You can have as many PHP blocks in the page as you
wish, and the code block markers do not have to be on separate lines.

Second, PHP is a server scripting language. The PHP program
runs within Apache, on the Web server, and not in the visitor’s
browser. This is a valuable feature, because everything that comes
out of the PHP program is HTML, and there is absolutely nothing
special that has to be installed on the client machine. Penny’s Web
site will be equally accessible to Linux, Windows, Macintosh,
WebTV and mainframe users. Other technologies, such as Java
applets, JavaScript or VBScript client scripting, or ActiveX compo-
nents, require specific support in the browser and in many cases
will not work with older browsers.

Third, PHP uses print() function calls to send content to the
browser. Whatever is inside the print() statement will be made part
of the web page that is sent to the client.

USING PHP FOR COMMON PAGE FEATURES

Now Penny can begin to exploit PHP to make her site easier to man-
age. For starters, she would like to have every page maintain a common
look and feel, but she does not want to have to cut and paste common
headers and footers into any page. Can PHP help? You bet it can!

Penny creates an “include” directory for the web site, as follows:

mkdir ~/icefloehousing.org/include

Notice that this directory is not under the html (document root)
subdirectory. Right now, this is simply because the files that go into
the include directory will not be user-accessible pages, but rather will
be page fragments that implement functions shared across the entire
site. Later, we will see that keeping the include files away from the
document root directory is an important security precaution.

Penny can now create a common header and footer file, placing each
into the include directory. File “header.inc” contains the following:

<?php

# This is the common header file for Ice Floe Housing.

# Make sure that we have some kind of title for the page

if ($title == “”) {

$title = “Ice Floe Housing, Inc.”;

}

# Add the standard keywords to anything the

# page has specified

$std_keywords = “igloos, Ice Floe Housing, ice, homes”;

if (empty($keywords)) {

$keywords = $std_keywords;

} else {

$keywords = $std_keywords . “,” . $keywords;

}

?>

<html><head><title><?php print($title); ?></title>

<meta name=”KEYWORDS” content=”<?php print($keywords);

?>”></head>

<body bgcolor=”black” text=”white” link=”grey” vlink=”grey”

alink=”grey”>

<h1 align=”center”><?php print($title); ?></h1>

The file “footer.inc” contains the following:

<?php

# This is the common footer file for Ice Floe Housing.

$year = date(“Y”);

print(“\n<hr>\n”);

print(“Copyright “ . $year . “ by Ice Floe Housing.\n”);

print(“All rights reserved.\n”);

?>

<p align=”center”><b>[

<a href=”/”>Ice Floe Housing Home Page</a> ]</b></p>

The code in “header.inc” looks to see if the page has defined a
variable called $title. If so, then that will be respected, but if not, a

FIGURE 3: THE NEW ICE FLOE HOUSING HOME
PAGE WITH PHP HEADERS AND FOOTERS 

FIGURE 4: GENERATED HTML SOURCE 
CODE FOR THE NEW HOME PAGE
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default value is assigned. Next, the code prepends a set of site-wide
metatag keywords to those specified for a particular page, if any. If,
for example, the page “ordering.php” has specified keywords of
“catalog, order, payment”, then the actual HTML metatag sent to
the browser will look like this:

<META name=”KEYWORDS” content=” igloos, Ice Floe Housing, ice,

homes, catalog, order, payment”>

This standard header also ensures that the title string is placed
into HTML <title> tags and into a first-level header (“<h1>”) tag at
the top of the page. As you can imagine, the standard header can
add all sorts of sophisticated code. The <body> tag could, for
example, be custom-generated for each page, using values read
from a database of preferences established by each individual user.

The standard footer is much simpler. It simply obtains the four-
digit year and places it into a copyright statement. No more updat-
ing every single page on the site each year, just to increment the
copyright date! There is also a link to the home page, so that visi-
tors can easily return there from anywhere on the site.

To use the standard header and footer in a page, it is vital to
remember that the page file should expect to be an HTML fragment
and not a complete page. Here is an example, for the main home
page “index.php”:

<?php include($_SERVER[“DOCUMENT_ROOT”] . “/../include/head-

er.inc”); ?>

<p>Welcome to the Ice Floe Housing home page! We hope that

you will find

that Ice Floe Housing, Incorporated, can meet all your igloo

construction needs.

<p>We are pleased to offer a variety of igloos in all shapes

and sizes. Through

our partnership with Acme Air Conditioners, we can ensure that

your new Ice Floe

brand igloo never melts, even in the balmy weather of south-

ern Alaska.

<?php include($_SERVER[“DOCUMENT_ROOT”] . “/../include/foot-

er.inc”); ?>

The HTML part of this page is really trivial, just some paragraphs
with text. But what about that “$_SERVER” variable? $_SERVER is

an array, predefined by the PHP interpreter, containing information
obtained from the underlying Web server, in this case Apache. In PHP,
arrays can be “associative,” meaning that the subscripts can be strings
as well as integers. The $_SERVER[“DOCUMENT_ROOT”] value
is the string from the DocumentRoot directive in the httpd.conf file.

Since “..” in many operating systems means “go up one direc-
tory level,” the string $_SERVER[“DOCUMENT_ROOT] .
“/../include/header.inc” means “starting at the document root
directory, go up one level, then go into the ‘include’ directory
from there. Read the file ‘header.inc’ and process it as if it had
been part of this page.” The statement at the end does the same
thing with footer.inc. Some people choose to name included PHP
files with the “.php” extension, but I use “.inc” instead so that it
is clear these files will not function as standalone pages.

Figure 3 (on page 30) shows what this new page looks like in a
browser, and Figure 4 (on page 30) shows the actual HTML source
code for the page. Notice that there is absolutely no PHP code sent
to the browser. It’s just standard HTML once it leaves the server.

Now Penny has a simple way to incorporate common HTML and
PHP code into every page on the site. Each page begins with the
line that fetches “header.inc” and ends with the line that fetches
“footer.inc”. If she decides to make changes to the color scheme or
copyright, or to add new PHP functions to do interesting things, she
can simply modify the header and footer files, and the changes are
automatically propagated throughout the site.

CONCLUSION

If you are creating a site that is mostly (or totally) static, the tech-
niques shown here may be all you need to make the site consistent
and easy to maintain. For dynamic sites, we’ve built a good foun-
dation and are ready to do some real programming. Next month, we
will see how Penny can use PHP and MySQL to create a simple
database catalog of Ice Floe Housing’s products and services.  
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